The role of audition in early psychic development, with special reference to the use of the pull-toy in the separation-individuation phase.
The role of audition as an important perceptual modality in early psychic development has been neglected. Some reasons for this neglect are suggested. In the development of psychoanalytic technique, the analyst has changed from a "tactile presence" to a "visual presence," then finally, with the analyst positioning himself behind the couch, to an "auditory presence." Several clinical examples from analytic patients as well as child development in normal and deaf children provide instances of each type of perceptual "presence." It is suggested that, in evaluating analyzability, analysis requires a specific ego ability, namely, tolerance for the analyst as an "auditory presence." It is emphasized that some patients, for reasons of development, constitution, and/or significant stress (separation), cannot work with the analyst as an "auditory presence," but regress to the analyst as a "visual" or "tactile" presence. The importance of audition in early mother/stranger differentiations, and in the peek-a-boo game, is a developmental precursor to the use of audition as a contact modality in the separation and individuation phase. Audition permits active locomotion and separation from tactile and visual contact modalities between toddler and mother, while at the same time maintaining contact via their respective "auditory presence" for each other. The utilization of the pull-toy in mastering the conflicts of the separation-individuation phase is demonstrated. The pull-toy is heir to the teddy bear and ancestor to the tricycle. Greater attentiveness to the auditory perceptual modality may help us understand developmental phenomenon, better evaluate the potential analysand, and clarify clinical problems of audition occurring in dreams and those areas of psychopathology having to do with auditory phenomena. The more refined tripartite conept of "presence" as it relates to the predominant perceptual modality--tactile, visual, auditory--is felt to be a useful conceptualization for both developmental and clinical understanding.